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Bohr’s complementarity principle is the basic element of Copenhagen in-
terpretation and at the same time one of the most poorly defined aspects of
this interpretation. If the possibility of macroscopic quantum entanglement
between measurement instrument and quantum system is accepted, com-
plementary principle becomes un-necessary. This is however not all that is
needed in the Universe predicted by Topological GeometroDynamics (TGD)
[TGD, padTGD, cbookI, cbookII].

1. Quantum classical correspondence in TGD Universe

In TGD quantum classical correspondence states that not only quan-
tum states but also quantum jump sequences have a representation at the
space-time level (see the chapter ”Time, Space-Time, and Consciousness”
of [cbookII] for the new ontology). This is made possible by the non-
determinism of the basic variational principle determining the space-time
surfaces.

More concretely, the absolute minimization of the Kähler action assigns
to a given 3-surface a 4-surface defining the classical physics associated with
it. With a suitable generalization of the notion of 3-surface this assignment
is unique despite the non-determinism of Kähler action: this means that
one must allow 3-surfaces consisting of space-like 3-surfaces with time-like
separations. The value of Kähler action is identified as Kähler function defin-
ing the Kähler geometry in the space of 3-surfaces, the ”world of classical
worlds” and quantum states of the Universe correspond to the modes of clas-
sical spinor fields in this infinite-dimensional space analogous to Wheeler’s
super-space in general relativity and to the loop space in string model con-
text [TGD].

By the classical non-determinism space-time surface provides a classi-
cal (unfaithful) representation, not only for quantum states, but for quan-
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tum jump sequences or equivalently, for sequences of quantum states. The
most obvious identification for the quantum states is as the maximal non-
deterministic regions of a given space-time sheet. This means that a pro-
found revision of the space-time description of quantum measurement is
necessary. This sounds very logical but to be honest, I write these lines only
after having learned about the remarkable experiment done by Shahriar
Afshar [1].

2. Afshar experiment

The variant of double slit experiment by Shahriar Afshar seems to con-
tradict the Copenhagen interpretation which states that the particle and
field aspects are complementary and thus mutually exclusive. In the case of
double slit experiment complementarity predicts that the measurement of
whether the photon came to the detector through slit 1 or 2 should destroy
the interference pattern of electromagnetic fields in the region behind the
screen.

The experimental arrangement of Afshar differs from the standard dou-
ble slit experiment in that a lens was added behind the screen. The lens
transmitted the photons coming from slits 1 and 2 via mirrors to detectors
A and B so that in particle picture a photon detected by A (B) could be
regarded as coming from slit 1 (2). In the first step both slits were open
and the detectors represented interference patterns representing diffraction
through single slit. The other slit was then closed and metal wires at the
positions of dark interference rings were added. These wires degraded some-
what the image in the second detector. After this the second slit was opened
again. Surprisingly, the resulting interference pattern was the original one.

The measurement certainly measures the particle aspect of photons. On
the other hand, the preservation of the detected patterns means that no
photons did enter in the regions containing the wires so that also interference
pattern is there. Hence wave and particle aspects seem to be mutually
consistent.

This finding is difficult to understand in Copenhagen interpretation and
also in the many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics. Afshar him-
self suggest that the very notion of photon must be questioned. It is however
difficult to accept this view since the photon absorption quite concretely
corresponds to a click in the detector and also because the mathematical
formalism of second quantization works so fantastically.

The conclusion can be criticized. What is primarily measured is not
basically through which slit the photons came but whether the direction
of the momentum of the photon emerging from the lens was in the angle
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range characterizing the detector or not. One can however argue that in
deterministic physics for fields the two measurements are equivalent so that
the problem remains. In TGD the classical physics of fields is however not
deterministic.

3. TGD interpretation of Afshar experiment

In the recent context the representability of quantum jump (state) se-
quences at the space-time level would mean that the fields in the region
between the screen and lens represent the state before the state function
reduction and thus the interference pattern, whereas the fields in the region
between lens and detectors represent the situation after the state function
reduction. The interaction with lens involves classical non-determinism.

This picture conforms also with the notion of topological field quantiza-
tion. The space-time decomposes into space-time sheets interpreted, topo-
logical field quanta (topological light rays containing photons, flux quanta
of magnetic field, etc..). Topological field quanta correspond to the coher-
ence regions for classical fields with spinor fields included. De-coherence
corresponds to the splitting of space-time sheet to smaller, possibly parallel
space-time sheets. Topological field quantum carries classical fields inside it
but behaves as a whole like particle. Hence particle and wave aspects are
consistent in the sense that below the size scale L of the topological field
quantum (say the thickness of a magnetic flux tube or topological light ray)
the description as a wave applies and above L particle description makes
sense. In the recent case the coherence is lost at the lens space-time sheet
where the space-time sheet representing interference pattern decomposes to
two sheets representing photon beams going to the two detectors.
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